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Supplementary Materials and Methods

WindSTORM
WindSTORM is a high-speed high-density localization method for high-throughput nanoscopy. It is based on two mathematically simple non-iterative steps: (1) overlapping emitter decomposition via inverse deconvolution with windowed (truncated) frequency; and (2) emitter localization for precise localization via surrounding emitter deduction and gradient fitting.
Inverse deconvolution
Linear deconvolution has the potential to achieve fast processing of raw images with high-density emitters due to its non-iterative nature and simplicity. But the presence of non-uniform background often introduces significant artifacts, limiting its use to identify and localize the true overlapping emitters. We made two important modifications to improve its performance in super-resolution localization microscopy.
Background subtraction
The first step is to subtract the background-based on the conceptual framework of our recently developed extreme value-based emitter recovery method (EVER) (17)-from the raw image before linear deconvolution, which is described below.
Theoretical basis of EVER:
In super-resolution localization microscopy, the acquired signal can be modeled as Poisson distribution (as shown in the blue curve of fig. S10a ), as the read noise, dark noise (generally < 0.1 electrons per frame) and the corrected fixed pattern noise can be neglected for the commonly used sCMOS cameras (14, 15, 31) in high-throughput nanoscopy. The composite signal recorded on the camera consists of the fast-changing emitters and the slowly varying background. In an extreme case with ultra-sparse emitter signal, the composite signal is nearly equivalent to the background signal, which can be well estimated by temporal median value (16). But in the case of dense emitters when the probability of emitter occurrence within an imaging sequence can be more than 50%, the temporal median value is significantly skewed towards the composite signals, resulting in serious overestimation of the background signal. However, the value of temporal minimum remains relatively stable regardless of the probability of emitter occurrence, suggesting its inherent robustness. To derive the statistics of temporal minimum, we first consider N random variables to model the photon number 12 , ,..., N K K K , that is independently and identically Poisson distributed with the cumulative distribution function given by
where λ is the expected average photon number for each pixel. Then we define a new random variable 
Then the probability mass function (the probability of being the minimum value) is now given by min min min min min min
The Eq. S3 assumes uniform background (λ) over N (frames). However, for many experimental data, the background also undergoes a slow decay during N frames. To account for such variation, we introduce a decay ratio R, and Eq. S3 can be modified to Eq. (4) 1 1
When R = 1, Eq. S4 is reduced to Eq. S3. An accurate estimate of the minimal value requires that the distribution represented by min pmf to have a narrow dispersion around its mean (e.g., with a small standard deviation), which can be achieved by applying a spatial mean filter. The distribution can be described by the following Eq. (S5)
where m is the number of pixels being averaged.
Therefore, Equation S5 gives the mathematical solution to describe the probability distribution of temporal minima value, given the expected background value. An example of this distribution is shown in the red curve of fig. S10a (for N = 100 frames, the expected background λ = 500 photons, R = 1 and average filter of 3×3), where the dashed red line indicates the expected value ( min E ) of the probability distribution of temporal minima.
High-speed implementation to estimate background: Based on the above-derived mathematical relationship, one can easily calculate the expected temporal minimum value ( min E ) from an image stack, given the expected background (λ). But in super-resolution localization microscopy, the inverse problem needs to be solved -estimating the background (λ) given the observed temporal minimum value ( min E ). The above mathematical relationship (Eq. S5) allows us to create a lookup table for one-to-one mapping between the observed temporal minimum value ( min E ) and the expected background (λ), as illustrated in fig. S10b. This lookup table can be large for a wide range of background and index searching of the large look-up table by every thread is highly inefficient in GPU. From the aspect of high-speed computation, to facilitate GPU acceleration, we implemented a simple and high-speed approach by fitting the theoretically-derived look-up table at a given background range (10~1000 photons) and decay ratio range (1.0~1.5) that are commonly seen in super-resolution localization microscopy, with a cubic polynomial function (
The fitting error for the estimated background is within ± 1.5 photons for the range. Note that, the cubic polynomial fitting function is not the only choice, and other functions such as spline may also be used. The decay factor V R is calculated for each frame (fth frame), defined as the average intensity of the non-blinking area (V f ) divided by the expected temporal minima ( min E ) over the 100-frame sub-stack. To determine the non-blinking area V f , given the slowlyvarying non-blinking area and fast-changing emitters, the standard deviation of non-blinking area should be smaller than that of emitters. For Poisson-distributed signals, the mean is equal to the variance. Thus, we defined those pixels with standard deviation (over the 100-frame sub-stack) smaller than two times the square root of ( 1) R   (approximated as the mean uniform background) as approximation for the nonblinking area. This estimated background has shown robust performance for a wide range of image characteristics, such as various emitter density, emitter intensity, emitter size, and structured background (17).
In summary, to perform background estimation, we first segmented the entire raw image stack into a set of sub-stacks along the temporal axis (e.g., 100-frame sub-stack used here), calculated the pixelwise minimum value for each image sub-stack, applied 3×3 average filtering on temporal minima map, and then estimated the background based on the one-to-one mapping between the above-derived expected temporal minimum value and expected background (fig. S10b). Our WindSTORM software already builds in background estimation from the raw image dataset without the need for users' adjustment. However, if the users use EMCCD camera where the excess noise caused by electron multiplication cannot be ignored, the background correction model needs to be adjusted to account for excess noise.
Inverse deconvolution and frequency truncation
Next, we perform a linear deconvolution (F) based on inverse filtering on the background-corrected image (I c ) to recover the overlapping emitters (deconvolved image D):
The inverse deconvolution process F can be described in the frequency domain (u, v) as
where H is the modulation transfer function of point spread function that assumes Gaussian shape.
As shown in fig. S1 , after inverse filtering (figs. S1e1-e2), the high spatial frequency noise dominates. Therefore, we perform truncation on the spatial frequency to remove those high-frequency noise in the deconvolved image in the spatial frequency domain, described by
where the frequency cutoff is determined as the point where D undergoes a dramatic increase which often occurs at
for a large intensity range of 150-15000 photons, as shown in fig. S1 .
Of note, the cutoff spatial frequency determined by the diffraction-limited resolution is still below the truncated frequency, so that such frequency truncation does not reduce the image resolution determined by the optical system.
After the inverse deconvolution, the overlapping emitters are well separated (figs. S1 (g1-g2)), which can then be identified by finding local maxima, and their approximate positions can be estimated by calculating the center of mass. To identify individual emitters, we used a threshold to avoid artifacts caused by the dim emitters. The threshold is determined as a quarter of the average photon counts of the emitters. This thresholding process is also built into our WindSTORM software, but the user just needs to set the average emitter intensity of each dataset. We suggest that for those who cannot determine this parameter, they can analyze a single frame with single-emitter fitting algorithms (e.g. ThunderSTORM) to get a rough estimation of the emitter intensity.
Emitter localization
Next, we perform precise localization of the identified emitters, using our previously developed gradient fitting (20) to localize the overlapping emitters already identified in the previous step. We previously showed that gradient fitting integrates high speed with high precision. It is an analytical method that runs over two-order-of-magnitude faster than conventional iterative fitting-based algorithm. Its precision outperforms the least square based fitting method and approaches the precision of maximum likelihood estimation (MLE)-based fitting. However, gradient fitting is originally developed for single-emitter localization. To apply it in WindSTORM, we preserved only one central emitter in each region of interest (ROI) by subtracting its surrounding emitters (18) prior to gradient fitting. As illustrated in fig. S2 , the central positions of individual emitters in the deconvolved image can be roughly estimated with centroid method and the intensity of each emitter can also be extracted according to the total signal intensity ( fig. S2(d) , given the central position and intensity of each emitter, the single emitter image can be estimated using Gaussian function model, which is then subtracted from the background-corrected raw image to recover the central emitter within the ROI for subsequent Gradient fitting. The reconstructed super-resolution image using experimental dataset of imaging histone mark (H4Ac) labeled with Alexa 647 on an ultrathin frozen intestinal tissue (thickness estimated to be ~700 nm) sectioned with an ultramicrotome (Reichert Ultracut). The STORM imaging of ultrathin frozen tissue section shows low background (~100 photons) with sparsely distributed emitters at each image frame. A total of 40,000 frames are accumulated to reconstruct the final image. The drift correction was performed during the entire imaging process as previously described (28). Given the ground truth is unknown, we used this case as the ground truth. The normalized Poisson distribution function (blue curve) with the expected value (λ) of 500 photons and the corresponding normalized probability distribution of the temporal minima (red curve) for N of 100 frames with 3×3 average filter. The dashed line indicates the expected value of the probability distribution of the temporal minima (E min ). (b) An example of the theoretically derived relationship between the temporal minima value to the expected background value based on Eq. S5 when R = 1 (temporally uniform background).
